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There are 3 (three) questions. Answer 3 (three) questions. All questions carry equal marks. Marks in the
margin indicate full marks. Do not \\-rite on this question paper. Symbols carry their usudl meanings

I a) Brietly explain vdrlation of energy bands with alloy composition. Describe with ne,it diagrams
and example

In

b) In a long semiconductor bar ( Ec = 2 e\'). conduction band electrons come in from the left in the
positive I-dlrectlon with a kinetic energy of 3 eV sho\\-n in Fig, 1 . They move from location A to
B to C to D. Between A and B. the electric field is zero: between locations B and C. there is d

linearly varying \oltage increase of 4 \': between C and D. the ReId is again zero. Assuming no
scattering. sketch a simplitled band diagram descrIbing the motion of these electrons. Assuming
that these electrons can be described as plane bva\ es. \\'ith a free-electron mass. write dow-n the
wave functIon of the electrons at D. Draw a band diagram and give the wave function at D in
terms of the normalization constant

15

+ e\’

Fig

I a) Describe electrons Lind holes in quantam wells, Explain with neat diagrams. 10

15b> A Si sample is dl)pad with IOl+ As atoms cm’. What is the equilibrium hole concentration po at
308 K? Where is Er relatIve to E,'?

l
) a) Brietly discuss high Held effects' \\’hat is hall effect'? Find out the hole concentrations and hole

mobility,
LO

1)b) Consider a semiconductor bar with }r = f). 1 mm, r = 10 ,)m. and L = 5 mm. For b = 10 k(J ( I kG =
10-' Wb/”cnl:) and a current of 1 mA. bve have I-15, = -2 mV and LII, = IOO mV. Find the type.
concentrdtion. and mobiIIty of the majorIty carrier


